DRIVELINE PACKAGE FOR MODEL I-1200E

MECHANICS #8C DRIVELINE W/ YOKES/FLANGES/MACHINED TAPERED HUB

TIME SAVER TAPERED HUB #420027

CONVERSION FLANGE #420102

MECHANICS #8C W/U JOINTS #420026

#8C YOKE BROACHED TO FIT DYNOMETER SHAFT #420050

ACCEPTS F MOTOR BUSHINGS

COMPLETE ASSEMBLED MECHANICS #8C DRIVELINE

FITS ONTO SPLINED DYNAMOMETER SHAFT
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DRIVELINE PACKAGE FOR MODEL
I-300E  I-600E  I-900E

- TIME SAVER ADAPTER #882600
- HIGH SPEED DRIVELINE W/U JOINTS & YOKES #883900
- ACCEPTS F MOTOR BUSHINGS
- BOLTS TO DYNO SHAFT'S SHEAR PIN FLANGE
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